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NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOKS OF 2016 SELECTION - BEST BOOKS OF 2016 SELECTION BY THE BOSTON GLOBE - ENTERTAINMENT WEEKLY - NPR - CHICAGO PUBLIC LIBRARY - The New York Times, The best-selling book in women's sexual, economic and emotional life is an informative and
thought-provoking book for all, not just single ladies who want a deeper understanding In 2009, award-winning journalist Rebecca Traister spoke to all the Single Ladies about the phenomenon of 21st-century American singles. This year, the proportion of American women married has fallen below fifty per cent; and the
average age of first marriages, which for almost a century (1890-1980) remained from twenty to twenty-two years, rose sharply to twenty-seven years. But in her extensive research and more than a hundred interviews with scientists and social scientists and prominent single women, Traister discovered a startling truth:
the phenomenon of one woman in America is not new. And historically, when women were given options that went beyond early heterosexual marriages, the results were massive social changes - moderation, abolition, secondary education and more. Today, only twenty percent of Americans are married at the age of
twenty-nine, up from nearly sixty percent in 1960. An informative and thought-provoking book for all, not just single ladies (The New York Times Book Review), All the Single Ladies - a wonderful portrait of modern American life and how we got here, through the prism of an unmarried American woman. Embracing class,
race, sexual orientation, and filled with vivid anecdotes from fascinating contemporary and historical figures, we read Rebecca Traister better about women, politics and America than almost anyone else (The Boston Globe). Let's show a few things. I need to explain where I'm going from with this review. STARTING
POINTPeople are animals with animal instincts. In the animal kingdom, most females in mammal species are territorial inhabitants, visited by roaming males to copulate and produce from springs. Females take full responsibility for babies, because of lactation, and do not provide care for the male at all. He's on his own.
Most males in most species commit infanticide set let's get a few things straight. I need to explain where I'm going from with this review. STARTING POINTPeople are animals with animal instincts. In the animal kingdom, most females in mammal species are territorial inhabitants, visited by roaming males to copulate and
produce from springs. Females take full responsibility for babies, because of lactation, and do not provide care for the male at all. He's on his own. men in most species, commit infanticide to establish their domain and eliminate competition. Human societies around the world base their social structures and order on the
principle of marriage to ensure stability in these societies. This is a fundamental principle of modern high-density civilizations. For this purpose, many rules/laws have been written to ensure the safety of children. These rules are designed to combat and control our basic animal instincts and elevate the human race to a
higher level of existence. Most religions support this choice of order. This book discusses changes in women's behaviour. Women are moving away from the established rules. They demand that their right to again become territorial females, which are visited by males for tribal purposes. Based on current trends,
confirmed by the research presented in this book, the new order will gradually harden, confronting existing values that support civilization. Now to the book. I wouldn't call this book breakthrough, but it certainly provides the latest statistics. The main theme here are women and their sexuality. The answers are to: why
there is a dramatic rate of death in marriage before the age of 29; What is the motivation of young women not to marry; Why young girls become sexually active at an earlier age; Why women have children, not get married. The book currently addresses a wide range of issues. It may even be a good read for young
women who don't know much about Lib Women's story, the huge impact it has on generations of women after that and how much it means in humanizing women in the pursuit of equality at all levels of society. There weren't many new information in this book for myself, but this is partly due to the fact that I have read so
many books on the subject over the years, and at some point was also involved in research projects on these issues. Research projects obviously required intensive research and numerous interviews - hundreds, in fact. Reading other reviews, the book resonates with many people on different levels, and for this serves a
good purpose. That's why reading for beginners at the debate, of course. I added my own views to this long spoiler. (spoiler view) The liberation of women has also brought freedom for men. Men also don't have to marry anymore to enjoy an active, dynamic sex life. It was easier for men not to make any decisions.
Economic circumstances prevent young people from considering marriage before the age of thirty. For example, more and more young people are forced to return with their parents after graduation and are unable to find to start your life right away. life. Chain marriages, if marriages still occur, become quite common for
both sexes. Currently, the rule more than the exception is getting married more than once and having children with more than one partner. The natural instincts of male and female partners who play their part have changed. For example, men choose the mother of their children, and when she cannot be trusted to protect
and care for their children and her nest while he acts as a hunter's hunter, she simply will not do so in a long-term relationship. A young woman who cannot trust her partner to hunt and gather for her and her children during her vulnerable pregnancy period and then nesting, will not accept it as a long-term reliable
companion. This has nothing to do with gender identity or equality. It's just a natural instinct. Social environment: The change of extended families, who once lived on the same land and could help raise children, into nuclear families consisting of only two parents and their children in their home, often living far from the
extended family, has brought great problems for couples in raising out of springs. The financial pressure requiring both parents to have a stable job to afford their lifestyle has added added additional pressure to marriages, or even unmarried partners with children. The support network has changed dramatically over the
past 100 years. While this is broadly the norm, and often does not end up in divorce now, it is also a back-up because of updated legislation that protects a male partner from exploitation. He may still be a father, but he doesn't have to get married anymore. A few years ago, a famous basketball player was sued by a
woman for alimony, which, according to him, he never met in his entire life. After a long court case, she finally confessed that she had stolen a used condom from his hotel room, soaked with the help of a doctor-friend. She not only chose a single mother, but also chose as the father of a wealthy millionaire, an athlete
who could pay substantial alimony. Skillful. All the drama was once broadcast on Oprah's show. An interesting new trend in childcare is that more and more fathers are taking custody of their children in divorce courts. More fathers are successfully raising their children as single parents, or how to stay at the fathers'
house. Boredom. One partner and instant satisfying sexual fantasies with different partners, for a long period of time, do not gel. - haunted excitement; Reducing the role of religion; Changing social pressures; and a reluctance to take responsibility for long-term relationships; How many more features can be added?
Some of the get the address in the book. There are too many options now to determine the exact reasons why marriages are not the final choice of commitment in today's society, although it remains a popular choice for a large number of couples. Someone asked me a long time ago why the divorce rate in South Africa
was so high. The statistics were much lower in Australia. My answer was that young people are still married in South Africa, while in Australia children are often brought up by unmarried partners who 1) never get married, but 2) either co-parent in two homes or 3) live together outside of marriage and still raise children. It
was in the early nineties. A relatively high proportion of women who use pregnancy to create an alternative lifestyle, either by seeking government assistance or by frequently visiting family courts for alimony. They can be seen as children's mills with an ulterior motive behind it. (This is unfortunately not mentioned in the
book. In fact, many negative effects will affect children, men and society as a whole ignored in this book, hence my lower rating.) It's a controversial statement, I know. But listen to me. If a woman has 21 children from different fathers (consider these fathers as mere sperm donors) and has never been married in her life,
what would be the purpose of her pregnancy? These women exist. Just find them on Youtube. We also remember the case of Natalie Suleman, Oct. Single mothers with three or more children often occur in modern society. This is a pretty hot topic for taxpayers as we all know. In addition, there is the fact that divorces
have become so inaccessible and often leads to bankruptcy that couples refuse to marry to prevent it altogether. So yes, for me personally, there are too many factors in the game in female sexuality and the choices they make for themselves that need to be addressed. For example, both young women and men are not
often self-confident; Social skills or the funding to compete in the marriage race. These are not reasons that will be readily shared by research participants, but it plays an important role. Young men often stagger under the financial weight of expensive weddings, as required by their partners, and avoid it, not as a result of
not marrying at all. It is a common knowledge that many couples take many years to pay off their wedding expenses. This often remains a burden long after they have divorced! It's just my thoughts. This book tries to explain female sexuality in the modern world. The complexity of it all. It is aimed at a female audience. In
this case it can work, especially for young professional women who might find the information interesting and even, oh my God, riveting reading as well For me, this is just another very subjective point of view. This explains women's choice well, and how circumstances since the female Lib started, but it left me hanging.
This book comes with an agenda, and it is clear what is written for a specific target audience, except for everything else and everyone else. I'd rather include both sexes. WHY PEOPLE MAKE UK THEY (and not just women). Get my drift? Since there have been more women than men in the world for many years in some
communities at a 4:1 ratio, because men are incarcerated and in wars, a book like this gives an idea of the choices that must be made from this demographic point of view and why traditional mores, values and institutions, such as marriage, are destined to change. This ratio also confirms why men often have children



with more than one woman. There is just not enough men to walk around! The answers could be very interesting. Added a few more honest, as in the brutally honest, responses from the participants, and this could become an unknown thriller to boot. It may even expose a few twists in this story! The most important thing
is that it could bring more balance to this debate. I would have taken this information more seriously if the approach had been different. However, a young woman can find solace/justification for their choice in the information provided and get rid of self-confidence and self-blame by reading this. This is the inspiring
purpose of this book for its target audience. In the magazine, the populist take on social issues with catching the title to secure sales. There are many questions that I would like to be answered. This can cause the pink icing to be ripped from the cake party. So I'll abstain. For example, the book does not mention the
serious consequences of women's choice for children, society or financial resources. Nor does it explain the importance of men in their children's lives. It's more of a chick-lit approach to sexuality and the lighter side of women's choices, with no darker side consequences being addressed. On one side of the pancake.
Some women prefer pancakes to be reflected, on the other hand exposed. I'm one of them. This book leaves me cold. However, the author raises some strong arguments that need to be considered. I agree with many of them. You can listen to the discussion of this book, as well as the author's point of view on Youtube
researchers like me, appose condescendingly, in which conservatives are processed. There is a liberal cheer leading the squad, the Liberal Honour Brigade, if you will, at work here, preventing women from apposing from a point of view to give their opinion. It bothers me. This wins the overall message in the book, in my
humble opinion. This destroys the credibility of the message. It suppresses the full image. The title of the book is a call to action for liberal single women. more, not less. less. January 30, 2018. I was in high spirits to find a book below that addressed all the issues I had with all the single ladies It was a delight to recently
find a book written by a psychologist, Dr. Helen Smith, providing more objective research, exploring gender issues related to all single people that brought a broader perspective to the reader, addressing both genders in the modern setting. I just wanted to cross-refer two books to myself, as well as one who might want to
read them: Men on Strike: Why Men Boycott Marriage, Fatherhood, and the American Dream - and Why It Matters to Helen Smith ...... More... More
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